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ABSTRACT:   Deep learning (DL) models are enabling a significant paradigm 
shift in a diverse range of fields, including natural language processing, 
computer vision, as well as the design and automation of complex 
integrated circuits. While the deep models – and optimizations- based on 
them, e.g., Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) – demonstrate a superior 
performance and a great capability for automated representation learning, 
earlier works have revealed the vulnerability of DLs to various attacks. The 
vulnerabilities include adversarial samples, model poisoning, fault 
injection, and Intellectual Property (IP) infringement attacks. On the one 
hand, these security threats could divert the behavior of the DL model and 
lead to incorrect decisions in critical tasks.  On the other hand, the sus-
ceptibility of DLs to IP piracy attacks might thwart trustworthy technology  
transfer as well as reliable DL deployment. In this talk, we investigate the existing defense techniques to protect DLs 
against the above-mentioned security threats. Particularly, we review end-to-end defense schemes for robust deep 
learning in both centralized and federated learning settings. Our comprehensive taxonomy and horizontal comparisons 
reveal an important fact that defense strategies developed using DL/software/hardware co-design outperform the 
DL/software-only counterparts and show how they can achieve very efficient and latency-optimized defenses for real-
world applications. We believe our systemization of knowledge sheds light on the promising performance of hardware-
based DL security methodologies and can guide the development of future defenses. 

BIO:   Farinaz Koushanfar is a professor and Henry Booker Faculty Scholar in the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
(ECE) department at University of California San Diego (UCSD), where she is also the co-founder and co-director of the 
UCSD Center for Machine-Intelligence, Computing & Security (MICS). Her research addresses several aspects of 
efficient computing and embedded systems, with a focus on hardware and system security, real-time/energy-efficient 
big data analytics under resource constraints, design automation and synthesis for emerging applications, as well as 
practical privacy-preserving computing. Prof. Koushanfar is a fellow of the Kavli Foundation Frontiers of the National 
Academy of Engineering and a fellow of IEEE. She has received a number of awards and honors including the 
Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE) from President Obama, the ACM SIGDA 
Outstanding New Faculty Award, Cisco IoT Security Grand Challenge Award, MIT Technology Review TR-35, Qualcomm 
Innovation Awards, as well as Young Faculty/CAREER Awards from NSF, DARPA, ONR and ARO. 

LITERATURE:   In preparation of the lecture, selected literature of the speaker and (shortly before the event) also the 
talk slides can be downloaded from https://syncandshare.lrz.de/getlink/fiC6xqdUfxoPomDy5F5AT7/.    

PARTICIPATION:  Prof. Koushanfar’s talk will be given ONLINE in a joint Zoom meeting.  Please contact us informally 
under info@cas.lmu.de so that we can share the corresponding Zoom link with you. 


